
MoDUrrruCOMPARATIVE ADVAI{TAGE AND TRADE

BEFORE YOU READ THE MODULE

Summary

This module introduces the concepts of comparative and absolute advantage, and explains the benefits of
specialization and trade. It shows how the PPC model can be used to illustrate gains from trade based on
comparative advantage, and presents the basic economic argument in favor of international trade by
showing that total world output can increase when countries specialize and trade.

Module Objectives

Review these objectives before you read the module. Place o "1" on the line when you can do each of the
following:

Objective #1. Explain how trade leads to gains for an individual or an economy

Objective #2. Explain the difference between absolute advantage and comparative advantage

Objective #3. Describe how comparative advantage leads to gains from trade in the global
marketplace

WHILE YOU READ THE MODULE

Key Terms

Define these key terms os you reqd the module:

Trade:

Gains from trade:

Specialization:

Comparative advantage:

Absolute advantase:
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Terms of trade:

Practice the Model

Use the data from the following table to construct correctly labeled graphs showing the production
possibilities curves for Portugal and the United States. Assume that both countries have constant
opporlunity costs.

Olive oil Textiles

United States 20 30

Portugal 50 50

Total 10 80

List questions or difficulties from your initial reading of the module:

AFTER YOU READ THE MODULE

Fill-in-the-Blanks

Fill in the hlanks to complete the /bllowing statentents. [/-1,ou .fird yoursel.f having difficulties, please
re./er hack to tlte aTtpropriate seclion in the text.

o When people divide tasks among themselves and each person provides a good or service that other

people want in return for different goods and services that he or she wants, it is called

r) . This is a key to a much better standard of living for everyone because it

allows a division of tasks based on what each person is better at producing, called

2\
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o If the opportunity cost of production is lower for one person (or country) than it is fbr other people (or

countr ies). then that person (or country) has a(n) 3) advantaqe. Ifan

individual (or country) can produce more output with a given amount of input than another person (or

country), then that person (or country) has a(n) 4) advantage.

. 5 ) advantage is the basis for mutual gains from trade. In an example in which

two countries can each produce the same two goods, it is possible for a country to have a(n)

6)

7)

advantage in both goods, but it is not possible for a country to have a(n)

advantage in both goods.

has the absolute advantage in the production of clothing. and has the

Multiple-Choice Questions

Circle the best choice to answer or complete the.following questions or incomplete statements. For
additional practice, Ltse the space provided to explain why one or more of the incorrect options do not
work.

(lse the following information to snswer questions 8 and 9.
Suppose that two countries, Texia and Urbania, produce food and clothing, and currently do not trade.
Both countries have linear PPCs.If Texia devotes all of its resources to food production, it can produce
1,000 units of food this year and 0 units of clothing. If it devotes all of its resources to clothing
production, it can produce 500 units of clothing and 0 units of food. Urbania can produce either 900 units
of food and 0 units of clothinq or 300 units of clothins and 0 units of food.

8.

9.

absolute advantage in the production of food.
a. Texia; Texia
b. Texia; llrbania
c. Urbania; Texia
d. Urbania; Urbania
e. Neither country, neither country

the comparative advantage in the production of food.
a. Texia; Texia
b. Texia; Urbania
c. Urbania; Texia
d. Urbania; Urbania
e. Neither country, neither country

has the comparative advantage in the production of clothing, and has
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10. Specialization and trade benefit
a. usually only one of the trading partners.
b. the wealthier country more than the poorer country.
c. the poorer country more than the wealthier country.
d. both countries if they specialize according to their respective comparative advantages.
e. neither country when one country is better at producing both goods.

Helpful Tips

. Gains from trade come from differences in opportunity cost (and therefore comparative advantage),
not absolute advantage.

o It is not possible to have comparative advantage in more than one good.

o A common misperception is that trade will always make one trading partner worse off. Both will be
better off with trade than they were without trade as long as there are differences in opportunity costs
between the two. It is possible, however, that one country is made better off more than another
country is made better off depending on the terms of trade (the trading prices), but they will still both
be better off than they were before. The only possible other situation is that nobody is made better off,
which would only occur when two countries have identical opportunity costs, in which case there
would not be any point in trading.

. Gains from trade will occur when the terms of trade are between the opportunity costs for the traders.
Recall from the text that Tom and Hank were made better off from trading 10 coconuts for l0 fish,
which made the terms of trade lC: lF. Tom's opportunity cost for fish was3l4 of a coconut and
Hank's opportunity cost for a fish was 2 coconuts. One coconut is between 314 coconut and2
coconuts.Ary price of fish between 314 of a coconut and 2 coconuts results in both Tom and Hank
benefi t t ing (for example, 1 F: I  l l2 C or 1 F:8/10 C).

Module Notes

Students do it, pundits do it, and politicians do it all the time: they confuse comparative advantage with
absolute advantage. For example, back in the 1980s, when the U.S. economy seemed to be lagging behind
that of Japan, commentators warned that if we didn't improve our productivity, we would soon have no
comparative advantage in anything. What those commentators meant was that we would have no
absolute advantage in anything-that there might come a time when the Japanese were better at
producing everything than we were. And they had the idea that if that were to happen, Japan would no
longer be able to benefit from trade with the United States. But just as Hank is able to benefit from trade
with Tom (and vice versa) despite the fact that Tom is better at everything, nations can still gain from
trade even if they are less productive in all industries than the countries they trade with.

Once you can calculate the opportunity cost of producing good X or good Y, as explained in the
previous module, you can compare the opportunity costs faced by two countries. The model of
comparative advantage illustrates that countries will benefit from trade when they specialize and produce
the good that has the lowest opportunity cost of production relative to the other country. More simply: the
country with the lower opportunity cost of a good has comparative advantage in that good.
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